
Smith Street Rate Increases AccOf'ding to Ownership. 

The rates payable on Smith Street sites were analysed accord
ing to whether they were paid by individuals resident in Fitz
roy; absentees resident elsewhere; by estates, executors, or 
trusts; or by firms and companies. The results are given below 
for the whole of Smith Street between Victoria Parade and John 
ston Street :-

Smith Street Rate Incidence According to Ownership 

Rates Under 

Ownership by Annual Site 
Value Value Extra 

£ £ £ 
Local Individuals .. 142 318 176 
Absentee Individuals 844 1,320 476 
Estates, Trusts 458 710 252 
Firms, Companies .. 1,447 1,905 458 

These increased rates under site-value rating are quite 
appropriate, for they fall on a value which is not created by 
the owners themselves, but is due to the presence and industry 
of the community as a whole. To this value the municipal ser
vices provided by the Council contribute strongly. It seems fit
ting that the Council should secure a larger share of this value 
for its needs. 

(24J HOW OTHER SHOP CENTRES HAVE FARED DURING 
THE LAST 40 YEARS. 

Similar information to that obtained for Smith Street was 
taken out for some other main shopping centres as to the 
changes under annual-value rating during the last 40 years. 
These changes are summarised below:-

PART VI. 

FACTORIES AND INDUSTRIAL COl-!CERNS. 

(25) FITZROY AS A MANUFACTURING CENTRE. 

Fitzroy is a highly industrialised city. In regard to the num
bers of factories it contains it stands sixth of the 28 cities and 
one shire embraced in Greater Melbourne. For the numbers of 
persons employed in its factories it stands seventh on the I ist 
for Greater Melbourne. 

These figures understate its industrial importance, for they 
ignore differences in size of municipalities compared. Fitzroy 
is the smallest of the Greater Melbourne municipalities. Having 
regard to area, it ranks equally with Collingwood as second only 
to Melbourne City, for the number of factories in its territory. 
It occupies fourth place to Melbourne, Collingwood and Rich
mond for the number of persons employed per acre. 

Its industries are not of the heavy type. There are a consid
erable number of large concerns, but also a very large number 
of small and medium-sized firms. 

These industrial concerns vary greatly among themselves, 
as in all municiaplities. Some are modern, of pleasing appear
ance and an asset to the locality in which they are situated. 
Others are old, dilapidated, eyesores, tending to depreciate values 
of residential and other properties in their vicinity. Some have 
a high degree of economic development of their sites, while 
others have improvements altogether disproportionate to the 
value of the sites occupied. 

(26J THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON. 

The industrial properties have been classified according to 
their degree of economic development of the sites they occupy. 
That is to say, according to the ratio which the rental value 
of the property in its improved condition bears to the rental 
value it would have if it were vacant, viz., 5 per cent. of the 
unimproved capital value of the site. 

Tobie Comparing Ratable Annual Values at 1946-7 With Those of the Some Sites at 1906-7. 

Centre 

Gertrude St.
East Ward 
West Ward 

Brunswick St.
West Ward 
Central Ward 

Queen's Parade 

Totals 

Less 
Now 

21 
4 

48 
21 

95 

Equal 
Now 

3 

15 
4 

3 

25 

This comparison was not made in all centres, but covers the 
most important ones. The first two columns cover the worst of 
the properties. Despite inflation as compared with 1906-7, they 
carry lower ratable values now than 40 years ago. They have 
been allowed to deteriorate over the period and many have 
little more than demolition value today. Between them they 
cover 120 properties and these are the ones which would pay 
substantially more under site-value rating. 

On the other hand, the last four columns with 121 pro
perties, are ones which have been substantially improved since 
1906-7. They are the ones which have been most penalised by 
annual-value rating because of the improvement. In them the 
rates have been increased manyfold. They are the ones which 
would secure the most stubstantial reduction under site-value 
rating. They are also the type of best value to the shopping 
community. 

H 
Times 

11-2 
Times 

2-3 
Times 

3-4 
Times 

4-5 
Times 

Over 5 
Times 

24 
18 

73 
40 

8 

163 

16 

23 
43 

21 
34 

30 

151 

8 
23 

22 
9 

18 

80 

6 
10 

3 

21 

5 
4 

10 

2 
I 

4 
I 

2 

10 

This i~ a vital measure of the desirability of undertakings 
from a municipal and social viewpoint. Given a particular site 
for an undertaking, the municipal services provided will be 
practically the same whether the site is poorly or highly improved. 
The interests of the district and the community generally, how
ever, are clearly best served by a high degree of development of 
the site. 

This study has, therefore, sought to find how the two rating 
systems affect industrial undertakings, according to their degree 
of economic development. 

Industrial firms have been grouped into two categories 
" large" concerns, and "small to medium " sized concern~ 
respectively. The division between the two is arbitrary. Those 
with site-values exceeding £ 1,000 have been classed as large 
concerns. Those with a value less than £ 1,000 have been 
classed as small. 

Most of those in the " large " group have more than a single 



holding. In some cases they have a great number of holdings. 
In the "small to medium" group very few have more than a 
>ingle holding. In this analysis all the holdings of a firm have 
been aggregated to find the overall effect of the roting systems. 
As some firms hove such a large number of different types of 
properties it would be inadequate only to consider their works. 

Altogether there are 318 factory assessm~nts listed upon 
the rote books. This does not include garages and service stations 
which are treated among the miscellaneous properties. How
ever, the number of firms involved is only 196, showing the 
large number of multiple holdings. 

(27) "LARGE" INDUSTRIAL CONCERNS CLASSIFIED. 

When the firms were classified according ta their degree of 
economic development it was found that they fell into two. dis
tinct groups, so far as the incidence of the rating systems was 
concerned. 

All of those whose improved annual value had a ratio to 
that unimproved of mare than 4.65, were in one group which 
would be benefited by lower rates under site-value rating. It 
was found that the degree of rote benefit in this group became 
more marked the higher the degree of the improvement. This 
group included most of the factories with better than the average 
appearance. 

All of those whose improved annual value was less than 4.65 
times that in the unimproved condition, formed another group 
benefited by lower rates under annual-value roting. The degree 
of rote benefit under that system was found to increase as the 
degree of improvement fell. This group includes all the factories 
which are least improved and, from many viewpoints, a liability 
to the district. 

At the ratio 4.65 the rotes were found to be the same under 
either system, and the disparity between the systems was most 
marked in the extremes of the "improved to unimproved" ratios. 
Site-value roting was seen to favor the best improved and to 
penalise the least improved properties. Annual-value rating 
was seen to favor the least improved and to penalise the most 
improved properties. 

These tendencies will be obvious from the table below com
paring the properties summarised in groups. The detailed 
figures for each individual firm are given in the Appendix 
Table No. 4. 

TYPES MOST BENEFITED BY THE TWO SYSTEMS. 

From this table it is seen that the most improved firms 
benefit most strongly under site-value roting. The least Im
proved firms benefit strongly under annual-value rating. The 
first two well-improved groups between them would carry rate 
reductions of £865 on the site-value basis. The fourteen 
poorly improved firms in the Eighth and Ninth groups, between 
them would pay £808 more under the change. Thus the rate 
reductions of the best-improved firms are almost exactly 
balanced by the increased rate payments of the least-improved 
firms. 

The ten most-improved firms hove improvements worth 
approximately £ 156,000 as against £98,000 for the fourteen 
least-improved firms. The latter have more than twice the 
value in sites of the former, yet under annual-value rating pay 
only half as much in rates. 

The Twenty Most-Improved Firms. 

That the incidence of site-value rating is mare fitting and 
socially desirable will be evident by considering the identity of 
the firms most benefited by the two system respectively. 

Each of the twenty firms most benefited by site-value rating 
is either of fine architectural design or substantial construction. 
There are not many fine looking factories in Fitzroy, but almost 
all of them are in this group. 

Of outstanding appearance ore McColl Electric Works, 
McLaren Printers, Purina Grain Foods, British United Shoe 
Machinery Company, Shovelton & Storey (Gumleaf Poper), 
Australian Can Company, Dowd Corset Company. All of these 
are of very attractive design. (See photos Nos. 73 to 78.) 

Less notable for oppearonce than for the solidity of the 
buildings are the following, all of which have at least two storeys 
in their main buildings : Georgian Footwear, Cox Bros. (Aust.) 
Ltd.; Goold & Porter Shoes; La Mode Corsets; Fisher Floor 
Polish; Lynn Shoe Coy.; Paddle Bras. Shoes; J. Gadsden Pty.; 
Morris & Walker; Maran & Cato; 0. Wurth; Ramsden & Chap
lin, and W. Chalmers. (See photos Nos. 85 to 90.l 

The Twenty Least-Improved Firms. 

On the other hand, the twenty firms most benefited by 
annual-value rating include only two firms whose main works 

"Large " Industrial Firms Summarised. 

Rates Under 
Number of Degree of Annual Site 

Group. Properties lmprov'mt Value Value Annual : Site Difference 
Value Value 

With Rate Reductions on Site-Value : £ £ £ £ £ 
First 10 7.8 9,020 23,501 1, 128 685 443 less 
Second 10 5.8 17,341 59,932 2, 170 1,748 422 

" Third 8 4.90 5,649 22,999 710 667 43 
" ,_ 

28 6.00 32,010 106,432 4,008 3, 100 908 " 
Rates Approx. Same on Site-Value : 

Fourth 2 4.56 12, 153 53,610 1,519 1,564 45 more 

With Rates Higher on Site-Value : 
Fifth 9 4.05 3,343 16,479 417 470 53 more 
Sixth 10 3.55 5,690 32, 161 710 935 225 
Seventh 10 2.68 3,915 29, 176 491 883 392 " Eighth 10 2.14 4,431 41,574 555 1,211 656 
Ninth 4 1.37 551 8,091 68 234 166 " 

43 2.80 17,930 127,481 2,24 ~ 3,733 1,492 .. 

Of the 73 firms in the " large" class, 28 were found to have degrees of improvement greater than 4.65 
and to be benefited by rate reductions under site-value rating. This is 38.5 per cent. of the total number. 
There were two with substantially the some rates under either system, while the remaining 43, forming 59.0 
per cent. of the total, would be subject to rate increases with the change in rating. 
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are of fine appearance. These are K. G. Luke Pty. and Spicer 
Shae Cay. Both are undervalued and the latter has nine poor 
houses purchased for expansion of its premises. When this 
expansion takes place it can expect to benitflt on the site-value 
basis. 

Peerless Engineering Coy; J. H. Munro Bedding Coy; C. F. 
Rojo, ar;r; solidly constructed works, but are valued on a low 
scale compared with the extent and scale of their operations. 

R. Harrison Pty. ltd.; Commando Engines; A J. Skipper; 
Botany Knitting Mills Pty.; Kennedy's Concrete Works; Ander
son & Ritchie; Bartlett & McBryde, have some well-improved 
holdings but balanced by poorly-improved parts. (See photos 
Nos. 79 to 84 and 91 to 96.l 

The factories owned by F. McOwan are in very poor condi
tion, as also are holdings of the Stone Estate, which have a large 
extent of vacant land associated. Clifton Body Builders' works 
are a very poor timber structure, an eyesore occupying one of 
the most valuable sites in the City. The holdings of F. W. Niven 
are mainly slum houses purchased for demolition and replace
ment by modern works. When this improvement has been made 
this firm will move into the group benefited by site value rating. 

The holding of H. Gage has already been remodelled, but 
its valuation has not yet been reviewed. When this occurs it will 
not show the disparity in rates shown in the table. This site was 
occupied by Green's Timber Yard at the St. George's Road rail
way crossing. It was one of the most discreditable looking of 
the sites on main streets. It has already been replaced by a good
looking works. The alterations are not yet complete, but trans
formation is most marked. The firm may look forward to a fine 
for their enterprise when their next annual-value assessment is 
received. (See photos Nos. 1 7 and 18.l 

The Largest Industrial Firm 
The largest industrial firm in Fitzroy is the MacRobertson 

confectionery works, These works cover the whole or part of 
seven sections of the City, each bound by four main streets. 
They have an annual value of £ l 0,818 and a site-value of 
£48,248. The overall degree of improvement is 4.50, which is 
just a fraction less than the for the city as a whole. It 
would pay £45 more in rates on site-value basis. There are 
29 separate assessments in this firm's holdings, which are de
tailed in Table No. 6 of the Appendix. From these it will be 
seen that most of the holdings ore very well improved, but that 
there are a number which are poorly developed. When these 
holdings ore improved to the some extent as the majority this 
firm will benefit on the site-value basis. 

Number of Degree of 
Group. Properties lmprov'mt 

With Rote Reductions on Site-Value : 
First 10 13.6 
Second 10 9.0 
Third 10 8.16 
Fourth 10 7.16 
Fifth 10 5.94 
Sixth 10 5.22 
Seventh 10 4.88 

70 7.40 

With Rates Some on Site-Value: 
Eighth 10 4.60 

With Rotes Higher on Site-Value : 
Ninth 10 4.09 
Tenth TO 3.30 
Eleventh JO 2.75 
Twelfth 12 2.02 

42 3.10 

Most " Large" Firms Pay More Rates. 
The fact that a majority of the " large " industrial firms in 

this City would pay increased rates with a change to the site
value rating basis may at first glance seem surprising. It con
trasts strongly with the results af the survey conducted by the 
Canadian economist, H. Bronson Cowan, in the adjoining Citv 
of Brunswick. 

That survey showed that 86 per cent. of the " large " in
dustrial firms carried lower rates on the site-value basis than 
they would hove paid on the annual-value basi~. 

The obvious explanation for the difference is that Bronson 
Cowan's survey was made 25 years after Brunswick adopted 
site-value rating. Encouraged by o system which did not 
penalise them for improvement of holdings, Brunswick 
firms hove made very marked improvements over that quarter
century, and with this improvement the proportion benefiting 
under site-value rating will have risen. 

Examination of the detailed lists in Tables No. 4 and 6 in 
the Appendix shows that many of these Fitzroy firms have large 
holdings of poorly-developed sites. The increased rotes on these 
offset the rote reductions upon their other well-improved factory 
premises. In many cases there are vacant holdings or slum 
houses purchased for future extension of their premises. 

When these sites are built over, of course, the firms would 
effect rate savings on the site-value basis. But, in the mean
time, they would pay more while they are in poor condition. 
There is thus on incentive to improve them more rapidly than 
would otherwise happen. As this improvement occurs, the pro
portion benefited by site-value rating may be expected to rise. 
The extent of the possible improvement to the general advan
tage may be seen in the case of the largest firms with multiple 
holdings in Table 6, where the details of each property are given. 

In some cases firms appear on this list as losers simply 
oe•catJse they have been under-valued on the annual-value basis. 

is particularly true of those in Queen's Parade. 

(281 ''MEDIUM AND SMALL" CONCERNS CLASSIFIED. 

The same principles were found to operate among the 
medium and small sized industrial concerns when these were 
classified. The most-improved were found to gain under site
value rating, at the expense of the less worthy concerns. 

Of the 122 firms in the " medium and small" class 70 are 
found to carry lower rates under the site-value basis. A further 
I 0 carry the same rates under either system. Thus 65 per cent. 

Rates Under 
Annual Site 
Value Value Annual Site Difference 

Value Value 

£ £ £ £ £ 
2,110 3, 123 266 97 169 less 
1,855 4, 133 232 120 l12 
1,460 3,569 183 104 79 
1,647 4,615 208 134 74 

870 2,930 107 85 22 
1,440 5,500 182 161 21 
J 'J 50 4,699 144 137 7 

J 0,532 28,569 1,322 838 484 

956 4, 155 119 119 

6,059 157 177 20 more 
5,198 107 152 45 

578 4,187 73 124 51 
522 5,201 64 152 88 

3, 189 20,645 401 605 204 
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flTZROY TOWN HALL ANI> IT5 SU~ROUNDINGS PlATE IX 

N•. 49 SOUTh END 
Iocit1q ~ se.1tn ..all~ r~ 'f~w:-: Kall lo; thi!> t•~r mm, h;:-,,.i"'9 ~a:t 0~ 
the S~cn~ fst!Jk-. 
N.A.V. Ro1e is £6•; u.c.v R:itc, tt::C-1. 

.; .... 

No. 51 DIRECTl Y OPPOSITE 
A ter!cce o~ decadef'\t houses o~·f'IEd by the- Couwrln& Foi.ey btote. i·r.e1; o.e 
wh-StQ•lMfd ~l'\d tQcl( G~ltin., ~.A,V, ~m. £1SI.! v.c.v. Rott"J., (22/iSi-

N•. SJ Cor. NAPIER end CHAR~E STREETS 

I A:iother F•operty in ~ Stolle f:.totc. oc~u)'i!lg o cornple':'e 
by four stroeor-. ~.A.Y. Rot~ £44: U.C.V. Roten, t1D3. 

No. SD 1'ho FITZ.ROY TOWN HAlL 
A hCQ11T.;f11~ cxa~~lc of orcl\.:tectu~ In NOµler Street, ~1li>1lt b)' s.-.0::.IJy 
s1,1:-n:iu.,c::n9. H.~he; nlt•s an t;,e p.Oe:>r-'Y">* J)«>Pf'rt•er:. O•Ollnd it \Yl)IJ~d 
enc.ou~:l$1~ ~e::~ter 1JJ?..,e!cp1~.,. 

······ 

, :ti,.:.~.~.ii 
:,·· 

No. $2 OppO',it• CO<. NAPl~R end CHARLES STRF.ETS 
A (.()IYIP%-te hlq;k v•r~ct by t>ie S!'Vrle Eu\1\'~. Poor ~ of ~ mc>sl val~ob:e 
sit¢ l:a.ondcd by tewr strei:ts. N.A. \'. Roti!s, (S9; IJ.C,V, ~ •• £9'6, 

No. S4 Cot. NAPIER or.<: llTTU CHARUS STRHTS 
Oppc::sik' ~ly irnp!'o1tcd :;l'lc:is, ~c. C>wr:Q(t !"ly Stone ~itote. ~.A.V. Rc.1c. 
£l0; vc.v, Rote, £17. 



PLATE X A UCTION Of THE BRUNSWICt< STREET SHO~ ANO BUSINESS CEl'ITRE. 
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.. 
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t~ :~: .. 
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POOR TYPES OF HOUSlS O N STREETS NOW IN DEMAND FOR BUSINESS sins. PLATl X I 

Mony of these ore Owned l>y Firms, 

No. 6i No. 640 NiCt-tOlSON STREET 
s::t'Ei :~6ft. x l36ft.l 
l'<.A.V. !tote £ti/ 12/ 6 
U.C.V. Rot6 £2'1:01-

' . , ,-'\ 
.~ 

No. 63 No. 318 N ICHOLSON STREET 
Two "~Y p<i¢r old he>Ae> nexl t o $hop~. 
N.A.V. R·:::ilc . . . . . . . . . . £3/1 5/-· 
V.C V , R.:::i!c £8i 2i -

No. 636 
(2Sft. x l?flft.} 
£3i2!6 
£12/S/-

l\;o 3 16 

£Sil51-
t~/9/-

AN UNSJGHTL Y TYP£ OF HOLDING. 

· I 

No. 65 Car. FIT7...~0V ond ARGYi E 5TREEl'S 
Vory t,.1r4 ightJy cor.wret·ker':; Yord tiru.J "!le!" ia!~~iy. !i_._.rn .:.ropert ih re~••t'fe 
value vt nearby propet"ti~. lOti ~:'IJ; t\.A.Y. Fi.a~, £~/IO; .. ; U.C.V. ~tt:, 
£9/1 1/4. tOn f o<:t<0ry} N.A.V. Rc tc, i:.6/S/v; lJ,C.V. Rote:, tS/8/.,, 

No. 62 Nn . 626 NICHO<-SON STREET No1>. 624 end 622 
~ze 
N.A.V. r{o.te 

C32tt. x 6Stt.) 
£3/2/ 6 

(32it. x ~24ft.: 
£)/10/-

U.C.V . Rote !8/8 · £14 

No. 64 
Twc ve:y pc:o: 11or. h.::.::.!>:: arn<:"l;,i $hl'.IP:. ·" lh~ "'~•1: h\l~.:r•ess :.trc'llt. Owned b y 
buSi!'l~'-S Hrm. (32tt. x t 3Dft.: N.A.V. Ro~~. t!i; U.C.V. !kate9, £Iii. 

A FINE PRIVATE HOSPITAL 

No. 66 No. 59 VICTOl'.IA PARADE 
"'i.\cr..ir.t St. Ev ins · P-ri ... ote Hc,.pltol. A t:ne ba.: ;1~·lrl ·;1, with 27 rooms .. Site is 
~](t. '.:ll. 1 65~<. It i> pe,"loHs~d 1..f'lc:k>: M.AV. ~utin;. tt.A.V. Rote, £ 103/2/ 6; 
u c .v. RCJt'e. £6a/1111. 



Pl.ATE XII 

'l:: .; .'!: ;:: 
· .. •:. 
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r Jft ... ,,, ."l./\.V. A:1te f.100 
£2 v.~.v. Rot~ f.79/6/8 
£6i41-



would pay no mare than they do under annual-value rating 
and only 35 per cent. would carry increased rates. 

The incidence in this " medium and small " class is there
fore different to that of the " large." In the large group the 
increases exceed the reductions for the group os o whole, by 
£669. In the" medium and small" group the reductions exceed 
the increases by £260. The " medium and small " sized 
concerns, therefore, may be said to gain ot the expense of the 
least-improved of the large concerns. 

"Medium and Small " Firms Mare Highly Improved. 
Comparison of the two summaries shows that the " medium 

and small" - sized firms are more improved than the "large." 
In the large class the highest degree of improvement seen in 
the detailed Table 4 is the Georgian Footwear Coy, with a ratio 
of 9.4, and the overage for the ten most-improved is 7.8. 

In the " medium and small " class the first 1 0 firms hove 
higher degree of improvement than the best of the large group, 
while no less than 29 hove higher degree of improvement than 
the average for the best ten in the large group. 

This is portly because most of the medium and small con
cerns have only one or two assessments and do not hold other 
poorly-improved holdings in conjunction, os with many of the 
larger. 

A further factor is the added difficulty of valuation of large 
concerns under onnuol-volue roting, with a tendency to under
valuation due to the difficulty of supporting high figures with 
the restricted numbers of comparable firms. There is not the 
same difficulty of valuation of the smaller concerns which tend 
to be too heavily rated under annual-value roting os compared 
with the larger. 

We class as 11 medium" size the firms with unimproved 
site-values of between £400 and £ l 000 and as "small 11 those 
with less than £400. Again, this is arbitrary, but gives o good 
working distinction between the two groups. 

On this basis there ore 58 " medium '' size and 64 " small " 
firms in the Table 5. 

Of the 58 medium-size firms 30 gain lower rotes on the site
volue basis, five pay the some under either system and 23 would 
pay increased rates on the site-value basis. The proportion 
carrying lower or the some rotes would thus be 60 per cent. 

Of the 64 small firms, 40 would carry lower rotes on the 
site-value basis, five would carry the some rotes under either 
system, and 19 would carry higher rotes under the site-value 
rating system. The proportion carrying lower or the same rotes 
under that system would thus be 70 per cent. 

It is significant to note that site-value roting would benefit 

Rates 

a higher proportion of the small and medium-sized concerns 
than of the largest. Annual-value roting is prejudicial to proper 
development in all classes of industry, discouraging improve
ment and rewording the most backward and anti-social con
cerns. But it is relatively less harmful ta the large than the 
smaller concerns. This will be seen from the following sum
mary: 

Proportions of Industrial Concerns in Fitzroy. 

As Affected by Site-Value Rating. 

Corry Corry Carry 
Closs Lower Same Higher 

Rotes Rotes Rotes 

"Small" firms 62.5% 7.8% 29.7% 
11 Medium 11 size firms 51.5 8.6 39.9 
" Lorge " size firms 39.0 2.7 58.3 

(29) CONCLUSIONS ON INDUSTRIAL RATING. 

From the survey it is concluded that the incidence of ~he 
roting systems for industrial firms follows the some lines as 
for the housing and shopping centres. Annuol·volue roting 
charges those firms who foil to develop their properties, less 
than their fair shore of rotes. The more decrepit they ore ~he 
more their benefit. 

The loss in rates is recouped at the expense of those firms 
which hove mode good use of their sites. The better improved 
they are the heavier the rote contribution demanded. 

Many of the firms which could well afford to develop their 
properties to their own and the City's advantage ore paying 
grossly inadequate rotes. 

Site-value roting would make a strong contribution to the 
improvement of the industrial properties of the City by encour· 
aging investment of capitol in buildings instead of in vocorit 
lo nd or poor structures. 

PART VII. 

MISCELLANEOUS PROPERTIES. 

What They Include. 

Miscellaneous properties comprise warehouses, and stores, 
hotels, banks, garages, holls and theatres, dispensaries and 
hospitals, and Metropolitan Tramway Board properties. Some 
of the warehouse properties and most of the stores hove already 
been included with the aggregated holdings of the industrial 
firms in o previous section of the study. 

Warehouses. 
., f 

Values Rotes Under 
Degree Oifferen<"e 

Firm Nome of Annual I Site 
lmp'vmt Annual Site Value Value 
-··-- -----

Rotes Lower Under Site-Value-- £ £ £ £ £ 
• Cox (Australia) Ltd. .. . . • 8.15 375 920 47 27 20 less 

D. K. Ross .. . . . . 8.00 200 500 25 15 10 
" • British United Shoe .. . . • 7.90 l ,750 4,452 219 130 89 
" * Johnston's Pty. Ltd. .. . . * 5.93 980 3,296 123 95 28 
" Yeo. Crosthwaite . . . .. 5.83 560 1,920 70 56 14 
" 

7.00 3,865 11,088 484 323 161 
" ··--- ---- ---- -·---

Rotes Hi9ber under Site-Value-
Tye & Co. Pty. Ltd. .. . . 4.18 500 2,400 63 70 7 more 
Foy & Gibson Ltd. .. .. 3.85 2,519 13,200 315 382 67 

" Paterson's Pty. Ltd. .. .. 3.67 775 4,250 97 124 27 ., 
A. B. Paterson Pty. .. . . 3.00 625 4,200 78 122 44 

" A. Brooks .. . . . . 2.70 200 1,485 25 43 18 " * D. & W. Chandler Ltd. .. * 2.67 335 2,500 42 72 30 " Maples (Nathan Estate) .. 2.63 480 3,640 60 105 45 
Worliment .. . . . . 2.16 160 1,485 I 20 43 23 .. 

I 
-~--- ·---· I 3.40 5,594 33,160 700 ' 961 I 261 II 
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130) WAREHOUSES. 

There are thirteen warehouse holdings on the ratebooks, 
all held by important firms. These are classified and listed on 
page 19 in order of their degree of improvement. Those which 
have been included in the Industrial list are denoted by the 
sign °. These figures cover only the holdings styled as "ware
houses." Some of the firms have also shops in addition. 

There is strong ground for belief that most of the ware
house firms in this list are undervalued at present. A revalua
tion, long overdue, would bring more of them into the group 
gaining under site-value rating. Evidence of this is found in the 
Yeo. Crosthwaite property, which is tenant occupied, the valua
tion being based upon the actual rental. Inspection of this pro
perty shows it is not well-improved at all. Compared with 
almost any of the other properties in the whole list this property 
is extremely inferior. If the valuation set upon it be accepted 
as correct, then most of the other warehouses in this list must 
be substantially undervalued. Alternatively, this property may 
be over-valued on economic rentals. In any case there is obvious 
inequity of rating between the various warehouses on present 
valuations. Such inconsistencies are common under annual
volue rating, even in councils where full-time valuers are em
ployed, for it is difficult to substantiate the rental-value of a 
warehouse where the occupier is the owner and no rent is 
actually paid to a third party. 

No such difficulty in attaining equity between one firm 
and another is met with in site-value rating, as land values can 
be established with much greater certainty than can the rental 
or capital value of a building. The site-value rates for these 
warehouses, as shown in the table, appear more reasonably 
related to the value of municipal services provided than do the 
annual-value rates. 

(3 ll STORES. 

The major number of assessments described as "stores" are 
buildings owned by industrial firms and are included in the 
classified lists of their holdings. Apart from these there are only 
1 2 buildings described as stores. 

These ore all poorly improved holdings, only one having a 
degree of improvement sufficiently great to give it a very slight 
reduction in rotes on the site-value basis. Some of these assess
ments are very little more improved than vacant land. Some 
occupy very extensive sites. 

The 12 assessments between them have on annual value of 
£809 and have an unimproved site-value of £7, l 09. The 

overage degree of improvement is only 2.22 times the rental 
value of the same sites if they were vacant. 

The rates payable under annual-value aggregate £ 101, and 
on the site-value basis would aggregate £207. This group would, 
therefore, contribute £ 106 more to the Council under the site
value rating basis. Its contribution is altogether too nominal at 
present, particularly as there is considerable road wear caused 
by vehicles using these properties. 

(32! BANKS. 

There are 13 banks within the City of Fitzroy. Most of 
them are good-looking buildings although built many years 
ago. As shown elsewhere in this study, however, the ratable 
annual values set on these buildings are in many coses less now 
than they were forty years ago and in the others little greater 
than at that time. The values set on other classes of property 
have been stepped up where modernisation has taken place. 
The value of money, too, hos depreciated over the lost 40 years 
so that these businesses are not making an adequate contribu
tion to the rate-revenue of the City under annual-value rating. 

Under site-value roting, nine of the thirteen banks would 
carry higher rates. The exceptions are the State Savings Banks, 
which were built more recently than the others and also occupy 
less favorable sites. The details for all banks are given below. 

It may be noted that, although occupying far more valu
able business sites than in the other streets, the Smith Street 
banks at present contribute very little more in rates than those 
in the less-favored centres. 

(33l GARAGES AND SERVICE STATIONS. 

Garages and service stations vary greatly in quality. On 
the whole they are relatively poorly improved, in some cases 
being little more than a few bowsers set in vacant ground. They 
are associated with a great deal of the wear and tear an roods 
through their customers. In general they contribute a dispropor
tionately small share of rate-revenue under annual-value roting. 

There are 26 garages and service stations included among 
the miscellaneous group of assessments in Fitzroy. 

Of these, only seven have a degree of improvement great 
enough to give them lower rotes on the site-value basis. The 
remaining 19 would carry increases. 

The seven which would get rate reductions are Assessment 
616 (Jones); 828 (Virgona); 1539 (Kiffer Motor Service); 2460 

Fitzroy Bonks. 

Name of Bonk 

Rotes Lower Under Site Volue: 
State Savings 
E.S.&A. 
State 
State 

Rotes Some Under Either System : 
State Savings .. 
Bank of Victoria 

Rotes Higher Under Site Value : 
Union Bank 
National Bank 
Bank of A/ asio 
National Bank 
Bank of N.S.W. 
National Bank 
Union Bonk 

Street 

Brunswick St. 
Queen's Pde. 
Smith St. 
Nicholson St. 

Queen's Pde. 
Brunswick St. 

Brunswick St. 
Queen's Pde. 
Smith St. 
Smith St. 
Smith St. 
Brunswick St. 
Smith St. 

Degree 
lmprv'mt 

6.60 
5.40 
5.00 
5.00 

5.4 

4.6 
4.63 

4.62 

4.40 
3 78 
2.33 
2.15 
1.88 

.65 
1 16 

2.22 

20 

£ 
230 
220 
350 
250 

1,050 

200 
300 

500 

200 
250 
280 
325 
280 
150 
325 

1,820 

£ £ 
695 29 
814 28 

1.400 44 
1,000 31 

3,909 132 

870 25 
1,300 38 

2,170 63 

1,000 28 
1,320 31 
2,400 35 
3,010 41 
2,970 35 
1,82() 19 
3,300 41 

15,820 230 

£ 
20 
24 
41 
29 

114 

25 
38 

63 

29 
39 
70 
88 
87 
53 
96 

462 

Difference 

£ 
9 less 
4 
3 
2 

18 

1 more 
8 

35 
47 
52 
34 
55 

232 



\R. M. Ellis). 3220 ($mart's 
\Adelphi Service Station); 5106 (L. 
improved. 

Service Station); 3830 
All of these are well· 

The annual-value rates on these seven now aggregate £ 120 
and those under site-value roting would be £83, a reduction of 
£37. 

Of the others, Bayford Motors, with three assessments, hos 
a degree of improvement of 450 tin:ies that of vacant land. 
The aggregate rotes on this firm would be £80 under site
value as against £78 under annual-value, being almost the same 
under either system. 

The other 18 ore relatively poorly lmproved. Their annual 
value rates aggregate £152, which would increase to £337 under 
the site-value basis, being an increase of £185. 

The least-improved of the garages is the Southern Cross 
Garage, the site of which is owned by the Roff Trustees. It 
occupies one of the most valuable sites in the City on the 
corner of Nicholson Street and Victoria Parade. The sfte hos a 
value of £4140 and is practically vacant, improvements being 
little more than a set of bcwsers. This site at present contributes 
in rates £30, which would increase to £ l 2 l under site-value 
rating. 

(34) THEATRES AND HALLS. 
Entertainment centres ore very necessary in any Jorge 

centre of population. They tend to hold the community together. 
The number in Fitzroy hardly adequate to such a dense 
population. 

In the whole city there ore three picture theatres and seven 
dance halls or halls suitable for meetings. 

Annual-value roting with great severity against 
theatres and halls and is an influence for disintegration. 
Ail of the Theatres and of the Halls would conry lower rotes 
under site·volue rating. The rates on each are listed below. 

Degree 
Theatre or Holl lmpvt. Annual 

Value 

Merri Picture 20,0 £l,625 
Merri Dance 11.9 400 
Regent Theatre 1 l .35 1,400 
Carrington Lodge Holl 9.25 
Cathedral Hall 7.15 
Allinson's Hall 5.4 
226 Johnston Street 5.4 
Palace Theatre 4.55 

There are in addition two church halls which ore not fully 
ratable. It may be noted that the Potace Theatre does not gain 
a rote reduction while the other two do. It is not as highly 
improved as the others in proportion to the value of its !r.ite. 
The aggregate reduction over the eight halls and theatres is 
£320. 

(35! HOTELS. 
Within Fituoy City there are 40 hotels. They vary greatly 

among themselves. Some are fin!! residential hotels, 
rely mainly upon the bar trade, Examination of the 

rai:eboo>1s shows that most of these hotels increased their 
residential accommodation over the lost years. Most of 
them have been modernised, at least over the perioa 
and present a good appearance. Hotels are, foct, the only 
doss of in Fitzroy which has been consistently improved 
over the These improvements have been attended with 
most increases in their rates. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that all except one of the 
hotels would carry lower rotes on site-value basis. In some 
of the least improved cases the is small, in others it 
is great. The overall rates at are £3,638, which would 
be reduced to £ J ,820 on site-value basis. The average 
overall reduction is thus 50 per cent. The value of the licence 
has not been token into account in estimating the site-value. 

300 
600 
JOO 
70 

630 
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The most heavily rated at present is the Aberdeen Hotel 
in St. Georges Road. This is a fine residential hotel of 42 rooms 
and has a roted annual·volue of £1 and site·value of £2,000. 
Its degree of improvement is l The one which pays in-
creased rotes is the Birmingham Hotel with 15 rooms and on 
annual-value of £875 with a site-value of £3,880. 

The annual-values set upon the hotels show little corres
pondence with the structural value of the buildings. The rates 
on the site-value basis show far greater consistency with equity 
between one hotel and another. 

!361 DISPENSARIES AND HOSPITALS. 
Fitzroy hos within its boundaries two hospitals. One ls 

St. Vincenti; Public Hospital which is non-ratable. The other 
is the Mount St. Evins private hospital. This is a very fine 
building of three and contains 27 rooms. Such hospitals 
ore most desirable, ore discouraged by the roting system. 
This hospital is rated on an annual-value of £825 and con
tributes rotes of £ ! 03. The site-value is £2,345 and the rotes 
on this basis would be £68. The reduction is very consideral:ile, 
despite the foct that land values are very high ln this locality, 
being £35 per foot. !See photo No. 66J 

The owners of the hospital hove on equal-sized lot along· 
side with wooden huts for nurses quarters. This lot is only 
rated on an annual-value of £ 140. At present the increaseo 
rotes on the poorly-improved lot would balance the rote re· 
duction on the hospital. But under site-value rating the ex
tension of the hospital on this adjoining lot could be under· 
taken without any increase in rotes. 

Extension of this hos.pltol is evidently hoped for else the 
continued holding of the extra lot would be uneconomic. Extra 
hospital accommodation would be socially most desirable but 
annual-value rating ploces substantial obstacles in the way. 

An extension of three storeys similar to the existing hospital 

Rates Under 
Site 

Value Annual I Site 

£203 £64 39 less 
50 20 30 

175 72 103 
38 19 19 
75 49 26 
13 11 2 

255 9 8 1 
2,730 79 79 

and occupying most of the site wouid provide 30,000 square 
feet of floor space. Present building costs would be at least 
£80 per so that the building wouid cost at least £24,000. 
When it would be roted on an annual-value of 5 per cent. 
of the capital improved value, of land and improvements. Its 
annual·value would thus be more than £ 1,200 and the addl· 
tional rotes under annual-value would be £150 yearly. There 
would be no additional rates at all under site-value rating on 
account of this project. 

The extra rates of £ l 50 under annual-value rating would 
be an annual charge equivalent to an increase in the capital 
cost of the project by £3,000. The Board of Works also uses 
annual-value rating, so that its increase of £ l 00 in rates would 
equal a further £2,000 increase in capital costs on which interest 
would have to be found. It is evident that these heavy rating 
charges are high enough to destroy the possibtlity of needed 
extensions. 

In addition to this hospital there are two United Friendly 
Society Dispensaries in Fitzroy. Both ore good quality uu11omc"' 
and are penalised by annual-vatue roting. One in Gore 
hos on annual-value of £150 and site-value of £330. Its rates 
would be reduced from the present £ I 9 down to £I 0 by a 
change to site-value roting. The other, in Queens Parade, hos 
an onnuol-vaiue of £160 and a site-value of £550. Its rates 
would be reduced from the present £20 down to £16, 



(37) METROPOLITAN TRAMWAY BOARD PROPERTIES. 
The Metropoliton Tramwoy Boord hos very extensive and 

numerous properties in Fitzroy. There ore in foct 17 ossess
ments of built property oport from tramway tracks. 

Many of these properties were ot one time power stations 
and works in use in the days of the coble trams. Some ore now 
occupied by shops. In others the properties are used as storage 
depots. Many of them ore unsightly looking ond hold some 
of the most valuable sites in the City in a poorly improved con
dition. These contribute little in rates at present. 

On the other hand, the Tramwoy bus depot in Scotchmer 
Street is very highly improved and very heavily rated under 
annual-value rating. 

Under the Local Government Act provisions lands and 
buildings owned and used by the tramway authorities for the 
conduct of their tramway functions are regarded as Speciol 
Ratable Properties and must be roted on the annual-value basis. 

But those owned by thot authority and used for other pur
poses ore not Special Properties. Tramway tracks and depots 
are clearly in the Special category. Many of the other properties 
na longer used for legitimate tramway purposes would be ratable 
on the site-value basis. 

The details of the Metro. Tramway Board properties ore 
given at the end of the Table 5 among the details of lorge indus
trial firms. They are grouped in two parts, those which appear 
to be used for tramway services and may be regorded as Special 
Properties, ond hose which do not now seem legitimotely re
gorded as Speciol Properties. 

The former include the Scotchmer Street depot ond that in 
Queen's Porode. This group has an annuol-value aggregoting 
£4,660 ond a site-volue of £20,737. This group would pay 
olmost exactly the some under either roting system. 

The other group, which is considered lioble to site-volue 
roting, has on aggregate annuol-volue of£ 1,985 and o site-volue 
of £21,000. The onnuol-value rates are £248 and would in
creose to £611 under site-value rating. A change in rating would 
thus prove o strong influence towords the improvement of these 
neglected properties. 

PART VIII. 

(38) THE EFFECT UPON COUNCIL FINANCES. 

One of the major problems of municipal authorities in 
blighted areas of the United States and Great Britoin hos been 
the decline in the ratable annual value of the district. Pressed 
for revenue, councils are forced to step 1..p both the rote in the 
pound overall and the valuations of the better types of buildings 
to make up for the loss in rotes on decadent properties. This 
starts a vicious circle, as buildings which have reached the end 
of their useful life ore not replaced because the extra rotes they 
would be coiled upon to beor make replacement uneconomic. 

Owing to the shorter period of settlement, decadence hos 
not reached the some depths in this country, nor hove its effects 
upon municipal revenue been felt so acutely. In Fitzroy, how
ever, the forces of deterioration hove already gone far and the 
rote bases have been strongly affected. This is evident from 
comparisons over the lost 40 years, as shown below for the 
various words. 

Ratable Annual Values at Various Years. 

Ward 1906-7 1926-7 1946-7 

West \. £65,424 £116,294 £96,952 
East .. 54,895 l 07,027 91,772 
Centro I 58,398 117,743 112,986 
North 38, 138 I 00,078 l 04,596 
Clifton 41,034 85,626 83,353 

257,989 526,768 489,659 

From this table it will be seen that the peak was reached 
in 1926-7, since when the rate base hos fallen away. There was 
o very substontiol increase in the total for the City between 
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1907 ond 1927 suggesting extensive improvement in the quality 
of buildings. To some extent this increase is misleading, as it 
portly reflects depreciotion of the currency at the later perioos. 

The period was, however, one of genuine growth. Figures 
for building octivity ore not available over the whole period, but 
between I 911 and l 927 there were l 047 houses built compared 
with a mere 123 from 1 927 until the end of the war. In this 
period, too, most of the modernisation of shops took place. 

Most of the building activity in the early period wos con
fined to building on vacant lots which were then more numerou~ 
in the North ond Clifton Wards. 

Declining Revenµe Base. 
Comparing the figures for 1926-7 with those for 1946-7, it 

is seen that the decline has been serious. It hos been particu
larly severe in the West, East and Central Words which ore the 
oldest and in which decay has gone furthest. What little build
ing octivity has taken place in this span hos been centred mainly 
in the North and Clifton Wards. The first of these shows o very 
slight increase in ratable value whlle the lotter shows only o 
small decline. 

These two wards hove, to some extent, carried the older ones, 
but unless some new stimulus is given to improve them they 
must now be expected to decline in ratable value. 

The decrease in ratable value is greatest in the West Word, 
being 17 per cent. In the East Word it is 14 per cent. and in 
the Central Word 4 per cent. 

These overall figures do not give a full picture of the extent 
of the decline in ratable value under annual-value rating. They 
ore nett ofter bolancing the increased valuations imposed on 
those who hove made improvements against the reductions on 
those who hove foiled to improve. 

In the housing section of this study examples hove been 
given for poor streets showing how continued decay hos been 
reworded with reduction in rotes. In the business section of 
the study it was shown how, in three of the most important 
shopping centres, 18 per cent. of the shops (those in the poorest 
state of repair) were roted on values less than they carried 40 
years ago. 

Site-Value Rating as a Corrective. 
It is evident that the revenue situation of Fitzroy must 

become progressively more serious unless some new stimulus 
be given to induce people to improve their properties instead of 
the reverse. Site-value roting would provide a force in the right 
direction and to whatever extent it succeeds in stimulating 
improvement would build up the rote-base of the district. 

The site-value rote is adjusted to yield the some revenue 
as would be raised by o declared rate upon the onnuol-rentol
volue basis. But the moximum revenue under either system is 
the equivalent of o rote of 3 /- in the £ on the onnuol-rentol
volue, so that any force tending to build up onnuol-rentol-volue 
works in the direction of sound municipal finance. 

lhe onnuol-rentol-volue depends upon the extent to which 
o property is improved, the more highly improved, the greater 
the rental-value. 

But the system of roting upon annual-rental-value takes too 
much from those who are highly improving their properties and 
too little from those foiling to improve them. It induces peoplt: 
to refrain from improving them to the extent that they other
wise would do, and by toking from them cosh with which they 
might further improve their properties, it impairs their capacity 
to do so. 

The site-value roting system, on the other hand, would take 
relotively more rotes from those holding properties idle or in 
deteriorated condition and less from those who develop their 
holdings adequately. It would leove those willing to improve or 
maintain their properties with more funds to do so, and at the 
some time would provide the additional incentive to improve in 
thof such improvements would not result in rote increases. 

The nett result would be that under site-value roting the 
annual-rental-value of the district (which sets the limit of 
potential revenue under both systems), would be increased 
more rapidly thon it would under onnuol-volue roting.· 



Municipol C:osh Compared With RaW!-.. 

In a survey for the City of Footscray, published under 
the title Effects of Municipal Roting,'' on exhoustive 
comparison was mode of the rotes by vacant and built lots 
,,..,,,,.,cth;.,l•v. with the cost of services rendered to the 
site in 

It hos not been considered necessary to repeat this investiga
tion for Fitzroy, The information obtained in that study was 
bosk in nature ond will to all municipalities, with only 
minor changes with varying of overall improvement. 

The broad conclusions reached from that analysis were that 
under annual-value roting there is no correspondence between 
the value of the service rendered and the rote payment 
demanded. On the other hand, there is very close agreement on 
the site-value roting basis between the volue of the service 
received and the rate payment demanded. 

Under annual-value roting vocont, near vacant, end 
improved lots contribute less than their fair share rate
revenue, while those with more than the average improvement 
have to pay more then their foir share to make up for the rate> 
avoided by the inferior lots, 

All of these observations apply with full force ta inner indus· 
trial cities such as Fitzroy. 

Council Shore af Increased Lond Volues. 

A change to site-value rating would not merely increase the 
rental value of the Citv, To the extent to which it succeeded in 
promoting or stimufatlng renovation and of pro· 

it would help to increase the value of land in 
neighbourhc-0d. The Council would to o much lorger 

extent in any appreciation of values that might occur, under the 
rating system, as compared with the Council shore 

annual-value roting. 
It might be pointed out that land values in the East, West 

and Centro! Words of Fitzroy are low compared to what might 
be expected in view of their proximity to the centre of Mel
bourne and the excellem::e and cheapness of the transport 
services in the area. 

The levels of land values hove been debased by the general 
degree of deterioration and decadence in these words. It has 
been pointed out earlier that land values ore nominally about 
the same now in these three wards as were 20 years ago, 
but that when the inflation of currency token into account 
there hos been a relative and substantial decrease in values as 
compared with that period. 

To the extent that renovation or re-development of pro
be stimulated under site-value roting the general 
values would be increased to the individual and 

Council The example already given in section 13 
for the with the re-development of the Pilkington 
Street area shows to what extent such increases in values may 
be expected. It will be seen that, in this case, substantial 
sharing by the Council in the increased values would hove re-
sulted on the basis without any undue penalty being 
imposed on the improvements. 

PART IX. 

139) " ABILITY TO PAY" CONSIDERED. 

General Principles. 

The main ground upon which annual-value roting hos been 
retained by councils has been the belief that it calls citizens 
to contribute rates in accordance with their "ability pay.'' 

The sections of this study hove shown decisively 
that, on counts, annual-value roting is opposed to the best 
interests of the City. It was advisable, therefore, to see how for 
it does accord with the principle of "ability to poy." 

The bel!ef that annual-value rating accords with that prin
does not appear to rest upon the results of any factual 

ft to rest merely upon the observed fact that 
rent by some owners from tenants, and the rm~surmr)-
tion that the amount received is o measure of ability to 
the case of owners who occupy their own premises 
a$sumed to pay a rental to themselves. 
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This assumption contains several follacies which render the 
annual value a most unreliable, if not useless, indicator of the 
wealth of the person taxed, and his pay rotes. It ignores 
the question whether the citizen has sources of income or 
is relying solely upon his return from the rated property. And 
yet it is evident that one with supplementary income either from 
personal effort, bonds, or other investments is very differently 
situated from one without, so for os ability to poy rote> is con
cerned. 

It overlooks the fact that rotes upon improvements da not 
rest upon the owner, but tend to be passed on to the tenant 
in the rent charged. That port of the rotes failing on the im-
rm)v;im . .,n1r< (as to the port falling on the site itselfl 

borne, not by owner, but by the tenant. This happens 
through the operation of the law of supply and demand on 
increase in rotes on improvements tending to check the supply 
until the tenants are willing ta absorb the charge in higher rents. 

over!ooks the fact that, as compared with 
who keeps the same amount of capital in the 
assets, the one who spends his cash in building 

"ability to pay." 

It ignores the important fact of demands upon 
persons with the same incomes. For breadwinners 
with the some income often differ in the size of 
the families they support. A large need a three-
bedroom house where the small one con do with two or 
even one. Three-bedroom houses in general require o sub
stantially higher rent and in consequence carry higher rotes 
under the annual-value system. An owner-occupier of this doss 
of house will be treated as though he hos greater "ability to 
pay" when in foct his larger family demands will leave him less 
margin than in the case of the small famfly supported by the 
some income. 

Given ony owner of property, his site moy be built on or 
kept vacant. ln the former cose there will be a cash income 
from the property. In the latter case there will be no cash 
income, As the some person was involved in either case the 
ability to would be identical. Yet the former would be 
heavily while the latter would escape rates, although he 
might gain substantial "unearned Increment" on sale of his 
site. 

To use oosh income alone as a bose for rotes would clearly 
be o travesty as o meosure of ability to poy, since vacant land 
would no rotes no matter how wealthy its owner might be. 
This has been recognised In Victoria and in on attempt 
to mitigate its effects the modificati0n has been made thor 
vacant land is presumed to earn rent equal to 5 per cent. of its 
unimproved value. 

This simply hos the effect that instead of escaping alto
gether vacant land is called upon to pay rotes on o very nominal 
scale. 

In these circumstances, on general grounds, it is consid
ered that little credence oon be given to the reliability on the 
rental-value as o measure of cbility to poy rotes. There ore, 
however, certain brood comparisons between classes of property 
in Fitzroy that ore significant. 

Various Closses Considered in Detail. 

Houses. 

It will be generolly thot houses as a hove le5s 
ability to carry than any of the classes of 
property. A proportion of houses ore occupied by 
their owners who must absorb the. rate charge. In the case of 
the tenants, too, the level of rating on improvements tends to 
be reflected In the rents. 

It is significent to find, therefore, that houses os a group 
would gain lower rotes under site-value roting at the expense 
of other classes of property. In the oggregote, the rote reduc
tions would exceed the rote increases for the housing group by 
£1,614. 

Within the housing group, too, it is found that the majority 
of houses whk.'1 receive rote benefit to on a99regate 
extent of £6,094, while the would incur increases ot 
£4,480. It has been seen from the housing section of thio. study 



that the minority which would hove the increases are largely 
owners of sub-standard properties who could, and should, be 
expected to pay a higher share of rates. 

It has been seen that a high proportion of the decadent 
houses which would carry increased rates are in the hands of 
estates, whose ability to pay increased rates must be ranked as 
high. 

Shops and Warehouses. 

Ability of shops to pay has been examined at some length in 
section (23). It was found that a considerable proportion of the 
oldest and worst shops are now paying less rates than they were 
paying 40 years ago. 

Site-value rating would have maintained their rates and, in 
their case, would accord better with ability to pay. In the case 
of these poor properties there con be no credence given to claims 
of inability to meet the same rates as neighbouring and better 
improved properties. The obvious remedy would be to sell to 
others able and willing to improve. 

Most of the warehouse firms have owned their own properties 
for more than forty years covered by this study. They are not in 
the position of most of the smaller shopkeepers who have to find 
rent. These firms must be regarded as having high ability to 
pay rotes. Reference to the balance sheet, Part XI., shows that 
they carry more rates in the aggregate under the site-value 
rating system. Smith Street sites would pay more in the aggre
gate under site-value rating than under annual-value. Most ot 
the owners of these sites are firms, estates or absentees. In any 
case, as the high land values in this street are due ta the 
presence and industry of the people as a whale and not of the 
site-owners their ability ta pay must be ranked as high. The 
higher site-value rates here would simply mean that site-owners 
pay o higher portion of a value which others have presented to 
them. 

lndustriol Firms. 

"Large firms" will be generally accepted as having greater 
ability to pay as a group than the small. It was found that large 
firms would pay more in the aggregate than the small and 
medium-si:i:ed under site-value rating. The lotter would gain 
rate reductions as a group at the expense of the large. 

Further, examination of the lists of firms in the losing groups 
of Tables 4 and 5 shows many very wealthy firms which could 
well afford to pay the higher site-value rates and whose onnual
volue rates are quite inadequate. 

In particular, auto-wreckers, bottle dealers, contractors and 
carriers are businesses that do not involve a great deal of capitol 
outlay in good buildings. They are usually very unsightly and 
involve a good deal of wear and tear on roads. They are, how
ever, all very profitable businesses and ability to meet rates is 
high. They contribute very little on the annual-value basis as 
compared with site-value. 

Garoges and Service Stotions. 

This is another class of business which is very profitable and 
yet involves a low outlay in improvements. The higher site
value rates are more proportioned to the income. 

Bonka. 

Banking is a business which is highly profitable. It will be 
seen that the banks would contribute more rates on the site
volue basis. 

Hotels and Theatres. 

Hotels and theatres are both highly profitable businesses. 
They usually carry lower rates under site-value rating. They 
form the only considerable class of high ability to pay in which 
annual-value rating charges more than the site-value basis. Yet 
the numbers of such properties ore quite insignificant in the 
total for the City. Although they certainly pay more under 
annual-value rating so also do the vastly greater number of the 
other categories with less ability to meet high rates. 

We do not cottsider that "obility to pay" is o sound basis 
for MSeasing the rate chorge. The rate payment is itt essence a 
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payment for services rendered by the Council and should be 
proportionate to the volue of those services. The value of the 
site is regarded as the measure of the value of those social 
services available and therefore an appropriate basis for rating. 

Nevertheless, it is concluded that site-value roting actually 
occards better with the principle of "ability to poy" than does 
onnual-value rating. 

PART X. 
!40l A PROGRAMME FOR IMPROVEMENT. 

From the evidence accumulated in this Fit:i:roy Study, the 
conclusion is drawn that any long-established or well-built-up 
urban area would be best served by the adoption of rating upon 
site-values. 

The rating upon site-values in itself would provide a force 
working to encourage rehabilitation and improvement of pro
perties. It would, at the same time, provide an economic dis
advantage for those who fail to keep their properties in good 
order. These forces, together, would work. to increase the value 
of the assets of owners of well-kept properties which are now 
depreciated by the general trend towards deterioration. 

The change would give a better approach to equity in rate 
payments between one owner and another. It would coll upon 
those anti-social owners, whose neglected properties are now 
escaping their fair contribution, to pay an adequate share. In 
consequence, it would relieve those whose sites are adequately 
improved and who are now paying more than their fair share of 
rate revenue. 

By stimulating improvement and with it expanding the value 
of the district, the change would maintain and increase the rate
base of the City more rapidly than would be possible under 
onnual-value roting. The Council would thus have a more 
assured revenue at a lower equivalent rate than it would have 
under the annual-value basis. 

A Drive for Improvement. 
It seems probable that an inner-industrial city which adopts 

site-value rating, and ot the same time launches a concerted 
drive to make its rotepoyers " improvement conscious," could 
effect a rapid transformation in the City. 

Under annual-value rating any question of a drive for im
provement is futile. The Council concerned could hardly expect 
to be token seriously when it is common knowledge that public
spirited citi:i:ens who do respond will be fined through increased 
rates. 

The mere knowledge that renovations, improvements, or 
re-building will result in increased rates exerts a deterring in
fluence against betterment out of all proportion to the actual 
amount of the rote increase that would be involved. A psychol
ogy is created against improvement which extends to the great 
body of owners. 

Tenants seeking most necessary repairs, renovations, or the 
addition of needed amenities, often find that the owners use the 
prospective increase in Council rates which would follow the 
improvements as an excuse for doing nothing. This psychology 
works with owners to restrict renovations to the minimum 
essential. 

With the adoption of site-value rating a council could 
reverse this psychology to one favouring improvement with 
which its rating system would be self-consistent. It could 
approach its ratepayers for their co-operation in a drive for 
improvement of the City, assuring them that in its desire to 
better the City it hod decided to adopt rating on the site-value 
basis and to exempt from municipal taxation all improvements 
made. 

Special efforts might be made to secure improvement of the 
worst properties by drawing particular attention of the owners 
to the foct that the holding of the property in such poor con
dition would be uneconomic. The appointment of a special 
municipal officer to exploit these possibilities to the full might 
well be repaid in better civic devolopment. 

As far os the Group is aware, none of the districts which 
hove adopted site-value roting to dote hove coupled it with such 
a drive for improvement as suggested. 
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